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SRMF
ABOUT

LEARN MORE

In 1994 Sweet Relief Musicians Fund was
incorporated as a 501C3 nonprofit charity, and
has since been offering vital assistance to
professional musical artists in need. Sweet
Relief is a resource for music industry
professionals, providing emergency financial
assistance and other forms of support to
career musicians, road crew and anyone who
makes the majority of their income in the
music business.
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ABOUTABOUT
SRMF

https://www.sweetrelief.org/our-story.html


Sweet Relief Musicians Fund provides financial assistance to all types of career musicians and music
industry workers who are struggling to make ends meet while facing physical or mental health issues,

disability, or age-related problems. 

Music makes our lives, and the events in our lives, special and memorable. While few find fame and
fortune, most musicians remain in the field for their love and passion of music. The choice an individual

makes to be a professional musician is one of sacrifice. The average income across the various
employment options, while accounting for the part-time nature of most opportunities, is less than $25,000

annually. Over 65% of professional musicians do not have health insurance. 

The financial hardship a working musician faces when dealing with illness or disability is a constant, but
we now also face a burgeoning elder population of artists with little or no resources available for such

emergency situation

OUR  MISSIONOUR  MISSION
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FEATURED
PARTNERS
Over the years, we've collected so many amazing
brand partners & industry friends -- kinda like
we do albums! These are just a few of the
incredibly hardworking and generous companies
that we've been fortunate to work with since
1994. 
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PARTNERSHIP
OVERVIEW

Partnerships are like being in a band. The more
you work together, the better you become.
That's how SRMF has treated our incredibly
important partner relationships throughout the
years. 

We love a good collab, show sponsorship, or
eccentric idea that will make our supporters say
"hell, ya!"

Donate-To-Win campaigns, Add-A-Buck, Benefit
Shows, Auction Campaigns, and more. SRMF is
your charitable partner if you love music... let's
rock! 
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BRANDS &
BANDS
Being a partner for one (or many) of our music
collaborations is certainly a great way to support
our mission! Whether you're a brand or band,
SRMF takes the lead and creates an amazing
experience working as a conduit across all
partners, making each collaboration a seamless,
unique, and easy experience. 

We have a lot of fun with our partners, while
never losing sight of the "why" for musicians and
crew. 
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BANDSBANDSBANDS



  Logistics are simple and easy to execute, without imposing experiential participation on the artist
Does not siphon from any of the artist’s revenue streams
Extra layer of marketing added to tour through SRMF social medias, including FB ad spends & boosts

The Add-A-Buck initiative is the most effective way for a touring artist to support SRMF. Simply add one dollar to the
set ticket price as a designated donation to Sweet Relief. 

Why It Works:
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Kings of Leon Social Distortion Sum 41

ARTIST support add-a-buck add-a-buck add-a-buck add-a-buck 

...And Many More

DOWNLOAD ADD-A-BUCK
ONE SHEET

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12gE184Lg6YbwGzKD_RDC7r_NKnRaRToG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dgQuNkGpJivN0abuuB0fosAkzIpbS0Vd/view?usp=sharing


An unique to show your support to SRMF is with a "Donate-To-
Win" campaign (or as we like to call 'em) ... "once-in-a-
lifetime-epically-cool-fan-experiences" 

We integrate our partners to elevate the experience for each
fan. Who wouldn't want to take a private jet to see their
favorite artist VIP, while supporting a good cause?

ARTIST support
donate to win 
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donate to win donate to win 



ARTIST support
benefit shows
From the Foo Fighters to Tenacious D, our benefit shows are
always a huge success with top tier musical talent and sponsors.
Playing or sponsoring a SRMF benefit show is a unique opportunity
to collaborate with brands, musicians, and gain exposure while
making the event a one-of-a-kind experience!  
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benefit showsbenefit shows



ARTIST support
benefit albums
SRMF benefit albums feature an extraordinary roster of musicians who generously donated
their time and energy to create some amazing compilations. We are so proud of these
tribute records and the many talented artists who shared the love!
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Sweet Relief: A Benefit for 
Victoria Williams 

Sweet Relief II: Gravity 
of the Situation

Sweet Relief III: Pennies 
From Heaven

If You're Going to the City: Tribute 
to Mose Allison 

Party for Joey: Sweet Relief 
Tribute to Joey Spampinato

benefit albumsbenefit albums

https://www.discogs.com/master/20605-Various-Sweet-Relief-A-Benefit-For-Victoria-Williams
https://www.discogs.com/sell/release/724586
https://www.discogs.com/release/14260142-Various-Sweet-Relief-III-Pennies-From-Heaven
https://www.discogs.com/master/1662492-Various-If-Youre-Going-To-The-City-A-Tribute-To-Mose-Allison
https://www.discogs.com/master/2448073-Various-Party-For-Joey-A-Sweet-Relief-Tribute-To-Joey-Spampinato


ARTIST support
merch collab

We're always down for a new merch collab! It's an easy way
for artists to show their support of SRMF by collaborating
on new merch designs and unique one-of-a-kind items, to
benefit SRMF 
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Flogging Molly Bonnie Raitt Bad Wolves

merch collabmerch collab



product support
Auction &
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Ticket & Meet + Greet packages
Signed Instruments
Handwritten lyrics
Exclusive Merchandise
Backstage experiences 
Side Stage Viewing

Exclusive merch, curated art, product and album proceeds,
unique services and more - our supporters are real big
fans!

If you're a brand that wants to collab on a product or
services ... awesome!  We're in! 

If you're an artist that has a gaggle of groupies clawing to
get a ticket to your show or an autograph ... awesome!
We're in again! Donating items to our ongoing online
auction is an easy way to support SRMF

Here are some ideas: 

  

product supportproduct support



Monthly #JaMHappyHour
performances in which $1 for

every like, comment, and share is
donted to SRMF  

JaM Happy Hour
A creative beer collaboration to help

musicians & crew affected by the
pandemic. All proceeds from Crosby Hops
sales & a portion of proceeds from each
pint sold was directed to our COVID-19

fund

Crosby Hops [Rock On]
A charity bike ride from NYC to Los

Angeles by Nate Cook of The
Yawpers.  8 stops with performances

along the way -- and thousands
donated to musicians & crew 

Go West, Aging Man

CURATED 
COLLABORATION
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If you've got creativity (we know you do!), curating a bespoke
collaboration can be fun and most certainly press worthy! From
musical featurettes to rockin' beers  - all of us here at SRMF get
real stoked to come up with an out-of-the-box idea with you.

COLLABORATIONCOLLABORATION



A portion of proceeds from
each sale benefits SRMF

ACOUSTIK ATTAK
In-Kind-Donation of music

cases and travel accessories
for the on-the-go musician 

GRUV GEAR
In-Kind-Donation of high

quality in-package ear plugs

NuLIMIT EAR PLUGS

GEAR 
FOR GOOD
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Let’s promote your product together! Whether it’s a portion of
proceeds from a specific product or a brand-wide campaign, our
supporters love to know they’re helping musicians when making a
purchase.FOR GOODFOR GOOD



DIRECT YOUR
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As a SRMF partner, you can
ensure that your support is
directed to the areas of need
within the industry that mean the
most to you. SRMF has
numerous funds dedicated to
specific regions, genres, causes,
individual artists and more.

CONTRIBUTIONCONTRIBUTIONCONTRIBUTION

https://www.sweetrelief.org/all-programs.html
https://www.sweetrelief.org/all-programs.html


We’re a lean, nimble organization and we
love to get creative with our partners. We
never lose sight of the mission, and our
partners understand the importance of
music in our lives and vulnerability of the
community we serve.

OUR COMMITMENT
TO PARTNERS 
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TO PARTNERS TO PARTNERS 

~ Aric Steinberg 
EVP of Development & Artist Relations



 
MUSIC 
HEALS
L E T ' S  P A R T N E R

Phone : 949-521-9120 

Website : www.sweetrelief.org 

Email : aric@sweetrelief.org 

Address : 2601 E. Chapman Ave., Ste
204 Fullerton, CA 92831 

HEALSHEALS
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